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The individual text modules can be put together according to the required length. 
Important: Please keep them in the same order. Thanks! 

Information on the correct spelling of the band name: 
Please write JB`S FIRST only with capital letters and the correct apostrophe. The correct spelling helps people to 
find the concert, your location / festival at which we play better and to recognize the band name at first sight. In 
return, we also take care to spell and present your name correctly. Thank you very much! 

 

/// THE HUMAN BRAIN PROCESSES MUSIC BY JB`S FIRST 60,000 TIMES BETTER THAN SONGS FROM 
THE WENDLER \\\ 

JB`S FIRST is an electrifying band that has a unique blend of pop, funk, rock, and soul. Their sound is a 
mesmerizing fusion that draws inspiration from musical legends like Nikka Costa, Jamiroquai and Lenny Kravitz 
resulting in a sonic experience that is both fresh and timeless. Fronted by the charismatic Kathi Bestler, the band 
boasts a powerhouse of musicians who deliver tight grooves and infectious melodies. Their songwriting prowess 
shines through in their original and own compositions. Each track telling a compelling story with lyrics that resonate 
deeply with listeners. From anthems of love and empowerment to groovy tunes that make you want to dance. 

It`s not easy to develop yourself further and still remain to your original values. But that's exactly what JB`S FIRST 
has achieved in their 20+ years of band history.  
"LITTLE WORLD" is the title of their latest album and lets the listener participate in the innermost of the Munich 
formation. In eleven songs the band deals with love, pain, happiness, fear, anger and thrilling adventures. This 
becomes audible through touching tones and profound lyrics, which in each song contain a message to the 
audience. The third album of JB`S FIRST is the proof that the band has grown up. The sound is more than ever 
influenced by rock, pop and the certain touch of funk that makes JB`S FIRST. The album combines calm songs for 
dreaming and impulsive songs for the dance floor. Above all, the fun of the music and the desire to pass this feeling 
to the listener is the main focus. "LITTLE WORLD" is a journey into the core of JB`S FIRST: varied, emotional, 
colorful and loaded with energy. 

JB`S FIRST was founded in 2003 by Kathi Bestler, Patric Eckstein and Sarah Dorsel (retired). 

CURRENT LINE-UP 
Kathi Bestler (vocals) 
Patric Eckstein (guitar) 
Benny Kottmair (eys) 
Andi Stocker (bass) 
Sascha Ibel (drums) 

Contact:  Patric Eckstein 
Mail: patric@jbs-first.de 
Mobile:  +49-175-6048581            / 2 1
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DISCOGRAPHIE 
LITTLE WORLD 
To The TOP 
The FIRST 

PRESS PHOTOS 
Please only use the photos provided by us under this link. Thanks! 
www.jbs-first.de/booking  

LINKS 
Website  www.jbs-first.de  
Instagram  www.instagram.com/jbs_first  
Facebook  www.facebook.com/jbsfirst  
Youtube  www.youtube.com/user/JBsFIRST  
Soundcloud  www.soundcloud.com/jbsfirst  
Spotify   
Apple Music  
Tidal   
Amazon Music  

VIDEOS 
You are welcome to use the following videos for advertising purposes. If you need them as a file, please send us an 
email. Thanks! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WY6KlSmaTKM  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdD_dYcPHW8  
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